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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  
INC [INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS] 

 The inc was formed on 28 december 1885 at bombay and the first president of inc was w.c.banarjee 

 The viceroy at the time of formation of inc was lord duffrin and he said inc as “microscopic 
minorites”. 

 The first meeting of inc was actually going to be held in pune but transfer to bombay due to 
outbreak of cholera in pune. 

 The first women president of inc  as annie besant but the first indian women president of inc was 
sarojni naidu. 

 Mahatam gandhi became president of inc in 1929 belgum sessions. 

 Second president of inc was dada bhai naroji. 

 Badruddin tyabji was the first muslim president of inc. 
 
Questions  
1. The session in which mahatam gandhi became president ? 

(A) belgum   (B) kanpur  (C) lahore  (D) sura 
2. First president of inc ? 

(A)dada bhai naroji  (B) george yule  (C) w.c. banarjee (D)subash chandra bose 
3. The actual meeting of inc was going to be held in which city ? 

(A) pune   (B) bombay  (C) kolkatta  (D) delhi 
4. Who was the viceroy at the time formation of inc ? 

(A) lord curzon  (B) lord duffrin  (C) george yule  (D) a.o.hume 
5. Second president of inc ? 

(A) dada bhai naroji  (B)  george yule   
(C)  w.c. banarjee  (D) subash chandra bose 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  
What is a tag question?  
A tag question is a statement followed by a small –question. We use question tags at the end of 
statements to ask for confirmation.  
Example: You are busy, aren’t you? 

Vanik is the best institute for preparing for government jobs, isn’t it? 
 
Some Basic Rules have to be kept in mind 
 The sentence and the question tag will be in the same tense. 
 If the sentence is an affirmative sentence, the question tag will be negative. 
 If the sentence is a negative sentence, the question tag will be positive. 
 The pronoun is always used in the question tag as subject. 
 Noun should not be used as the subject of the question tag. 
 In negative question tag we use the contracted form of the helping verb. 
 Main verb should not be used to form question tag. 
 If there is no auxiliary verbs than use Do/Does/Did to form the question tag as per tense and 

number. 
 Some words are negative in meaning. For e.g. hardly, seldom, scarcely, rarely, barely etc. Hence they 

will take positive question tag after them. 
 Each, every, everyone, everybody, no one, nobody, none are singular and hence take singular verb/ 

singular pronoun/ singular adjective with them but their question tag will take plural verb and plural 
pronoun. 
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 If the sentence starts with "let us/ let's ", “shall we" is used in the question tag 
 In affirmative Imperative sentences, question tag ‘will you/ won't you' is used. 

 
Direction :Fill in the blanks with suitable question tags: 

1. I am innocent, ____________? 
2. Krishna will not tell you a story, ___________ ? 
3. You must help your brother, __________? 
4. He had an ox, ___________ ? 
5. Aditya and aditi did not go to school yesterday__________? 
6. The publisher leaves for Rajasthan tomorrow,__________? 
7. I have little money,__________? 
8. Please take your seat,__________? 
9. Let’s work, __________? 
10. Kindly don’t tease  the animals, ___________? 

REASONING 
 Example – 1 How many rectangles are there in an 5 x 5   grid 

 
Solution :  There are 5 rows and 5 columns in the above figure.  
Let number of rows or columns ( n)=5 
Here for finding the rectangles there are having two methods  
Formula –  1 
[n + ( n -1 ) + ( n -2 ) + ( n -3 ) + – – – – –  + ( n -n )]2 
Now substitute the values of’   n‘  in the above formula  
= [ 5 + (5 – 1 ) + (5 – 2 ) + (5 – 3 ) + (5 – 4 ) + (5 – 5) ]2 
= [ 5 + 4 + 3+ 2 + 1 +0 ]2 
= 15  x 15 = 225 
Formula –  2 

To count the number of rectangles within a square by using formula of   
Now substitute the values of’   n‘  in the above formula  
= [ 5 ( 5 + 1 ) /2 ]  2   =[ 5 x 6 / 2 ]2 
= 15 2  = 225 
Total number of rectangles in given figure =  225 
Count number of rectangles in the figure of   ‘n’ number of rows and ‘m’ number of 
columns 
Example –  2  How many rectangles are there in an 4 x 5   grid 
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Solution:  There are 4 rows and 5 columns in the above figure.  
Let number of rows ( n)=4 & number of columns (m) = 5 
Here for finding the rectangles there having two methods  
Formula –  1  (  Formula for finding number of rectangles in figure of   ‘n’ number of rows 
and ‘m’ is the number of columns)  
[n + ( n -1 ) + ( n -2 ) + ( n -3 ) + – – – – –  + ( n -n )] x  [m + ( m -1 ) + (m -2 ) + (m-3 ) + – – 
– – –  + ( m -m )] 
Now substitute the values of’   n‘  and ‘  m ‘   in the above formula 
= [ 4 + (4 – 1 ) + (4 – 2 ) + (4 – 3 ) + (4 – 4 )]  x [ 5 + (5 – 1 ) + (5 – 2 ) + (5 – 3 ) + (5 – 4 ) + 
(5 – 5) ] 
= [ 4 +3 +2 +1 +0 ] x [ 5 + 4 + 3+ 2 + 1 +0 ]  
= 10  x 15 = 150 
Formula –  2   

  
Now substitute the values of’   n‘  and ‘  m ‘   in the above formula 
= 4 x 5 x 5 x 6 / 4 = 150 
Total number of rectangles in given figure =   150 
Number of rectangles in figure shown which are not squares are is: 

 
A) 159 
B) 160 
C) 161 
D) None of these 
 
Hint: 
Here we need to find the number of rectangles in a given grid. Here we will first count the number of 
rows and columns in the grid. We will use the formula to find the number of rectangles in a grid. Then 
we will use the formula to find the number of squares in a grid. We need to find the number of 
rectangles which are not squares, for that we will subtract the number of squares from the number of 
rectangles to get the required number of rectangles. 
 
Formula Used: We will use the following formulas: 
Number of rectangles in a grid  
=(m+12)m×(n+12)n=(m+12)m×(n+12)n  , where mm  is the number of rows and nn 
 is the number of columns. 
Number of squares in a grid  
=m×n+(m−1)(n−1)+(m−2)(n−2)+(m−3)(n−3)+....=m ×n+(m−1)(n−1)+(m−2)(n−2)+(m−3)(n−3)+.... 
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, where mm  is the number of rows and  nn  is the number of columns. 
 
Complete step by step solution: 
The number of rows in a grid is 4 and number of columns in a grid is 6. i.e m=4m=4  and  n=6n=6 . 
Putting  m=4m=4  and  n=6n=6  in the formula  
(m+12)m×(n+12)n(m+12)m×(n+12)n , we get 
 Number of rectangles in a grid   
=(4+12)4×(6+12)6=(4+12)4×(6+12)6 
Simplifying the terms further, we get 
Number of rectangles in a grid  
=52×4×72×6=52×4×72×6 
After multiplying the terms, we get 
Number of rectangles in a grid  =210=210 
Now, we will find the number of squares in a grid. 
Putting  m=4m=4  and  n=6n=6  in the formula  
m×n+(m−1)(n−1)+(m−2)(n−2)+(m−3)(n−3)+....m×n+(m−1)(n−1)+(m−2)(n−2)+(m−3)(n−3)+.... , we get 
Number of squares in a grid  
=4×6+(4−1)(6−1)+(4−2)(6−2)+(4−3)(6−3)=4×6+(4−1)(6−1)+(4−2)(6−2)+(4−3)(6−3) 
Simplifying the terms further, we get 
Number of squares in a grid  
=4×6+3×5+2×4+1×3=4×6+3×5+2×4+1×3 
After multiplying the then adding the terms, we get 
Number of squares in a grid =50=50 
But we have to find the number of rectangles which are not squares. 
Therefore, the required number of rectangles which are not squares is equal to the difference between 
the number of rectangles and number of squares. 
 
Required number of rectangles  
=210−50=160=210−50=160 
Count the number of rectangles in the given figure. 

 
(A)20     (B) 19     (C) 18     (D)22 
Correct option is A) 
The rectangles composed of two components each are HIJE, EKJ,F, FMNG, GPQH, AEOH, EBFO, OFCG and HOGD 
i.e. 8 in number. 
The rectangles composed of four components each are ABFH, BCGE, CDHF, DAEG and EFGH i.e. 5 in number. 
The rectangles composed of six components each are IJFG, KLGH, MNHE and PQEF i.e. 4 in number. 
The rectangles composed of eight components each are IJMN, KLPQ and ABCD i.e. 3 in number. 
Thus, there are 8 + 5 + 4 + 3 = 20 rectangles in the given figure. 
(Here note that the squares are also counted amongst rectangles) 
The figure may be labelled as shown. 
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MATH 

Concept of circular permutation: 
If the clockwise and counter clockwise orders can be distinguished then total number of circular 
permutation of n elements taken all together = (n-1)! 
If the clockwise and counter clockwise orders cannot be distinguished then total number of circular 
permutation of n elements taken all together = (n-1)! / 2 
1. In how many ways can 6 people be seated at a round table? 

Solution: 
As discussed, the number of ways will be (6 – 1)! or 120.  

2. If you have 5 diamonds and you want to make a necklace, then in how many ways you can make?  
Solution: 
In this case 5 diamonds can be arranged in a circle in (5-1)! = 24 ways. But in case of forming a 
necklace the clockwise and counter clockwise arrangements cannot be distinguished. So the total 
circular permutation in this case = (5-1)! / 2 = 4! / 2 = 12 ways. 

3. Find the number of ways in which 5 people A, B, C, D, and E can be seated at a round table, such 
that, A and B always sit together. 
Solution: 
If we want A and B together in all arrangements, we can consider these two as one unit, along 
with 3 others. So, effectively we’ve to arrange 4 people in a circle, the number of ways being (4 – 
1)! or 6. 
But in each of these arrangements, A and B can themselves interchange places in 2 ways.  
Therefore, the total number of ways will be 6 x 2 or 12. 

4. Find the number of ways in which 5 people A, B, C, D, and E can be seated at a round table, such 
that, C and D never sit together. 
The number of ways in this case would be obtained by removing all those cases (from the total 
possible) in which C and D are together.  
The total number of ways will be (5 – 1)! or 24. Similar to (3) above, the number of cases in 
which C and D are seated together, will be 12. Therefore the required number of ways will be 24 – 
12 or 12. 

5. In how many ways can 3 men and 3 women be seated at around table such that no two men sit 
together? 
Solution: 
Since we don’t want the men to be seated together, the only way to do  this is to make the men and 
women sit alternately. We’ll first put the 3 women, on alternate seats, which can be done in (3 – 
1)! or 2 ways 
Now that we’ve done this, the 3 men can be seated in the remaining seats in 3! or 6 ways.  
Therefore, the total number of ways in this case will be 2! x 3! or 12. 

ODIA LANGUAGE  
 

^ûc]ûZê Kâòdû: 

 _âùZýK Kâòdû_\e cìk_òŠ bûùa ]ûZêKê MâjY Keû~ûGö ùKùZK ùlZâùe Gjò Kâòdû]ûZê aòùghý aû aòùghY _\eê c¤ MVòZ ùjûA[ôaû 

ù\LôaûKê còcò[ûGö 
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 ùKøYiò aòùghý aû aòùghY _\eê MVòZ ùjûA[ôaû ]ûZê  (Kâòdû]ûZê)Kê ^ûc]ûZê Kêjû~ûGö Gjò ^ûc]ûZêeê MVòZ ùjûA[ôaû ^ûc]ûZê Kâòdû_\ 

^ûcùe _eòPòZö ^òcÜfòLôZ aûKý \êAUò cû¤cùe aòùghý I aòùghY _\eê MVòZ ùjûA aûKýùe aýajéZ ùjûA[ôaû ^ûc]ûZê Kâòdû_\e 

\éÁû« C_iÚû_^ KeûMfûö ~[û- 

 (K) aùwû_iûMeùe iéÁò ùjûA[ôaû fNêPû_ Kâùc \êaðk ùjûA C_Kìk @ûWÿKê cêjûñCQòö 

 (L) eûcaûaêu _ê@ _ûV _XÿòaûKê _QCQòö 

 C_~êq aûKý \êAUò c¤eê _â[c aûKýùe aýajéZ ùjûA[ôaû ^ûc]ûZê Kâòdû_\ ‘cêjñûCQò’ aòùghý _\ ‘cêjñ’eê MVòZ ^ûc]ûZê ‘cêjñû’eê 

iéÁòfûb KeòQòö ùijò_eò \ ßòZúd aûKý @«MðZ ‘_QCQò’ Kâòdû_\Uò aòùghY _\ ‘_Q’eê MVòZ ^ûc]ûZê ‘_Qû’eê iéÁòfûb KeòQòö 

  

1. _âùZýK Kòâdû_\e cìk_òŠ KûjûKê Kêjû~ûG?  

 (K) iað̂ ûc (L) ]ûZê (M) iað̂ ûc (N) KâòdûaòùghY 

2. aòùghý I aòùghY _\eê MVòZ ùjûA[ôaû ‘]ûZê’ Kê K’Y Kêjû~ûG? 

 (K) _âùdûRK ]ûZê (L) ù_âeYû[ðK ]ûZê (M) ^ûc]ûZê (N) Kâòdû]ûZê 

3. eûcaûaêu ^ûZò Gùa ù_UCQòö (ùeLûuòK Kâòdû_\Uò ùKCñ ùgâYúe iìPû@) 

 (K) _âùdûRK Kòâdû  (L) ^ûc]ûZê Kòâdû (M) ù_âeYû[ðK Kòâdû (N) @icû_òKû Kâòdû 

4. IcòKâ̂ þ bìZûYê IWÿògû @ûWÿKê cêjûCQòö (ùeLûuòZ Kâòdû _\Uò ùKCñ ]ûZêeê MVòZ ùjûAQò iìPû@) 

 (K) iò¡ Kâòdûeê   (K) KâòdûaûPK aòùghýeê  

 (M) aòùghý-aòùghY _\eê  (N) iað̂ ûceê 

5. ^ûc]ûZêeê MVòZ Kòâdû_\Kê K’Y Kêjû~ûG? 

 (K) _âùdûRK Kâòdû _\ (L) ù_âeYû[ðK Kòâdû_\ (M) ^ûc]ûZê Kâòdû_\ (N) @icû_òKû Kâòdû_\ 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


